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Hi,

As may know, we are kickstarting a massive campaign to trigger ONE
BILLION HAPPY FACES!

Currently the world is in pain and in serious trouble: economically, 
politically, and morally.

Stress, depression, anxiety are on the rise. So are sucides: 800,000 
people every year reported WHO (World Health Organization).

Why is this?

People the world over suffer from constant attacks from inside their 
subconscious minds! And have no psychological defense tools to
fend for themselves or navigate the unknown.

From 2015 to 2019 we were invited by 5 major business school alumni
associations led by ESCP Europe Alumni and Sciences Po to share
our unique self-combat management tools.

These tools are simple, rapid and effective. They are immediately 
operational and solve most problems daily encountered by the 
individual.

The results were extraordinary and we received many testimonials
from participants worldwide.



And our current strategy is to make these tools available freely to the
general public. By creating Brainstorming Circles on and offline --  
where participants can meet and support each other without trainers.

They will be assisted by volunteers and monitors instead. They are 
provided a free ebook exposing the 4 unique tools needed to solve 
90% of their daily problems. Or to counter psychological attacks!

Participants will also have access to a free live webinar.



These ZOOM Live Events are regularly updated. They will be 
supported by additional articles and videos from our 3 websites.

Participants will also be able to join Brainstorming Circles to share 
experiences and results with other groups worldwide.

Meet others on-site or online on Zoom Cafés at no cost. Below are 
banner examples published on our newsletter and accessible to all 
subscribers:





That is to say that anyone (including professional coaches, corporate 
managers...) can create their own Zoom Café and publicize it on our 
site, and interact freely with anyone who has gotten in touch with 
them through their Zoom link online.

At World Education we created this on-site and online networking 
opportunity. And our on-site meeting took place at the Bedford Hotel 
in Paris, France -- for over 20 years!

We now offer Zoom Cafés and invite partners to create their own 
Zoom Cafés to share our tools and their own tools or advice, and 
exchange and answer questions. 

Tools that are greatly needed in these times of uncertainty and 
confusion. Objective: reaching a maximum of people to trigger one 
billion happy faces worldwide!
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